Year 5/6 Learning Log
Revolution
Create a bar chart
Create a world
comparing the
Create a Victorian map and mark the
Research some
length of time
themed
countries that
coins used in the
Make a Victoria
that Queen
crossword,
were part of the
Victorian era and
Sponge,
Victoria reigned,
whereby the
British Empire.
create 10 money
measuring all of
with other Kings
answers are
Calculate the
word problems
the ingredients.
and Queens of
mathematical
distance between
(complete with
Take photographs
England that have
vocabulary i.e
each country and
answers). Use all 4
to evidence.
reined (in
denominator,
England. Present
operations +,-, x, /
chronological
prime number.
the distances in a
order).
table.

Class MM,

If you were Queen
What food did the
Research
Create a job
Write a
Victoria, what
Victorians eat?
Victorian
advert for
newspaper article
laws would you
Design your own
handwriting. Can
someone to work
announcing
have made and
menu and type it
you write a diary
as a maid, in a rich
Queen Victoria’s why? Present your
up.
entry in Victorian
household.
coronation.
findings as an
style handwriting?
explanation text.
Design a Victorian
Cook a Victorian What was it like in
Make your own
Board game or
Design and create recipe, take some a Victorian home?
puppet show,
card game to play your own clothes- photographs and Use a shoebox to
complete with
on our Victorian
peg doll.
bring into school
create your own!
puppets and a
Day.
on our Victorian
theatre.
Day.

from the Maths,

You have nearly
four weeks to
complete your
learning log. It is
due (with the
exception of food!)
on Tuesday in the
final week of term.
Please pick one
task to complete
English and DT
sections.
The tasks are
ordered by level of
difficulty.
Remember to
challenge yourself
accordingly.
Good luck 
Miss.M

